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Book Reviews
Party Identificationand Beyond: Representationsof Voting
and Party Competition, ed. Budge, Ian; Ivor Crewe, and
Dennis Farlie. London: John Wiley & Sons, 1976. Pp.
393, no index. $34.50.

with data for The Netherlands,where partyidentificationis
less stable than voting preferenceand does not appearto be
causally prior to vote preference.Max Kaase's researchon
Germany finds more of the same: analyses of party identification are highly dependent on operationalization,and
the concept, however measured,does not seem to be causally prior to vote choice. Noting the need for a concept
"like" partyidentificationto measurelong-termpredispositions, Budge and Farlie nevertheless find that
psychologically-based measures are nearly equivalent to
voting choice in eight of nine countries studied-the U.S.
excepted. They propose instead that long-termdispositions
can be measured with socioeconomic characteristics,
which are clearly prior to voting choice, through a technique called "Likelihood Ratio Space" abbreviated
LiRaS. Like the old "index of political predisposition,"
this technique yields a scalar value for the propensity of
voting for a given party.
The research reported in Part II, "Dimensional
Analysis," representsparties as points in space, a method
which is necessary for spatial theories of electoral choice.
This is the least coherent of the three parts. JerroldRusk
and Ole Borre measuredvoters' preferencestowardDanish
partieson "feeling thermometers"and determinedthat the
parties could be placed along a left-right dimension in
1971 but that by 1973 a second dimension was needed to
accommodatechanges in parties. WhereasRusk and Borre
created a "party-defined"space based on reliance on party
preferences, Erik Damgaardand JerroldRusk constructed
policy-defined space in their study of parliamentaryvotes
of Danish parties from 1953 to 1973. The party-defined
and policy-defined spaces were analogous, and there was
some evidence that old and new parties shifted positions in
response to changes in public opinion and election returns
from 1972 to 1973. Constructing party-defined spaces
from voter preferences in Belgium, Andre-PaulFrognier
found that voters tended to shift to the "closer" party
when they shifted voting choice. Gary Mauser and Jacqueline Freyssinet-Dominjonnoted a convergence between
party-definedand policy-defined spaces for Frenchparties.
However, Ronald Inglehart and Dusan Sidjanski learned
that voters' left-right placement of Swiss parties, while

By KennethJanda
If you are concerned about the disjuncturebetween empirical studies of voting behavior and spatial theories of
electoral choice, you should read this book. An outgrowth
of a workshop sponsoredby the EuropeanConsortiumfor
Political Research at Strasbourgin 1974, it consists of seventeen original papers on the utility of the concept of
party identification in explaining voting choice, on "dimensional analysis" as a policy-based alternativeperspective, and on the utility of spatial theory for voting research.
Party Identificationand Beyond does more than package
the papersfor easy consumption;it proposes a synthesis of
the party identificationand rational choice approachesof
electoral research.
With nearly 400 pages of small type and numerous tables and graphs, the book is not quick reading, but it is for
the most part rewarding.Because it is well organized into
three parts, its themes can be summarizedby a selective
descriptionof the chaptersin each part.
Part I, "Party Identification:Its Theoretical and MeasurementStatus," begins with an essay by WarrenMiller,
one of the original Michigangang of four who devised the
famed seven-point scale for measuringparty identification
in the U.S. Defending the concept, Miller holds that
cross-nationalvariationsin the role played by party identification should constitute new problems for research
ratherthan argumentsfor its invalidity. Ivor Crewe counters by showing that British voters tend to change their
party identificationto match their party choice in a given
election, which questions the "predispositional"natureof
party identificationand suggests that more attentionshould
be given to currentpolitics ratherthan childhood "learning" as its cause. Jacques Thomassen presses the attack
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correspondingratherwell to respondentself-placementand
party preferencesfor the "established" parties, did not relate well for Switzerland's newer "protest" parties. But
more generally, Ronald Inglehartand Hans Klingemann,
althoughthey concluded that party identificationwas more
a cause of left-right self-placement than a consequence of
left-right political attitudes, observed nevertheless that the
left-right scale had broad applicabilityin 1973 across nine
EuropeanCommunitycountries. This conclusion seems to
emphasize the importanceof party identificationas a longterm predispositionin voting choice, and it fits the other
findings in this part which place parties in party-defined
space. Although the editors strive mightily to emphasize
the distinction between spatial orderings defined by voter
preferences and by policy positions, the inability to develop the distinction in the separate selections works
against coherence.
Part III, "Rational Choice and Party Identification,"
starts with an excellent review and critique of the spatial
theory of elections by Peter Ordeshook,who notes its limitations (e.g., to simple two-candidateplurality-ruleelections without considerationof campaign tactics) but contends that its rationalchoice paradigmis sufficiently flexible to accommodate more richness, including long-term
predispositions.Some elementarypredictionsfrom rational
choice theory were confirmed by Michael Laver's chapter
on voting in NorthernIrelandunderSTV (Single Transferable Vote), and in the next two chapters William Irvine
achieved mixed results in testing some rational calculus
explanations of voting turnout and voting choice in
Canada. The most forceful argumentfor a rationalchoice
approach to voting research and against the partyidentificationapproachcomes from David Robertson, who
holds that party identificationat best offers ex post facto
explanationsof long-term and short-termforces on voting
and that research should be guided by rational choice
theory, which asks how a rational-choice voter ought to
vote in specifiec circumstances.Farlie and Budge conclude
the book by returningto their LiRaS as a measureof longterm predispositions.
Although nearly all these articles deserve reading for
one reason or another,the hurriedreadercan learn the substance of the book's argumentthrough selective reading.
The editors' introductions to the three parts are careful
analyses of the issues involved in the chaptersand deserve
to be read closely. Indeed, the chapters in "Dimensional
Analysis" are difficult to relate to the book without having
read the introduction.The argumentin Party Identification
and Beyond unfolds in the introductionsand in a subset of
articles. Miller's chapteron party identificationallows an
inventorto explain his invention. Budge and Farlie's chapter on LiRaS proposes an alternativeto the "causally con-

fused" Michigan measureof party identificationwhile retaining the concept, saying that in LiRaS "party identification rides again" (p. 125). Ordeshook's chapteron spatial
theory is essential for relating concerns with long-term
predispositionsto the short-termcharacterof existing spatial theory. Robertson's criticism of orthodox party identification theory as "metaphysical" (p. 380) is as blunt as
any Michigan critic could want. Finally, Farlie and Budge
reserve the opportunityto play peacemaker,noting that the
Miller-Robertsondebate is only a "theological dispute"
(p. 390), that the faith requires maintaining a distinction
between long-termand short-termelection forces, and that
LiRaS does it better than "the original measure based on
direct questions" (p. 392).
Many of the other articles in this book, especially those
on dimensionalanalysis, will be cited on their own merits.
The book itself will come to be recognized as an important
stepping-stoneto the integrationof theoreticaland empirical concerns in electoral behavior research, moving us
"beyond" partyidentification.
A Concordanceto the Poems of Ben Jonson. Compiled by
Steven L. Bates and Sidney Orr. Athens: Ohio University
Press, 1978. Pp. xlvi, 882. $40.00.
A Concordance to the Poems of Ben Jonson. Edited by
Mario A. Di Cesare and Ephim Fogel. Ithaca and London:
Cornell University Press, 1978. Pp. xxviii, 884. $30.00.
By Mark E. Amsler
Several manually compiled concordances to Ben Jonson's nondramaticpoetry have been startedin the past, but
none has been completed. Now two computer-assisted
concordances of the poetry have appeared within a few
months of each other. What are we to do with such riches?
One concordance, compiled by Steven Bates and Sidney
Orr(both from UCLA), is based on Vinton Dearing's concordance programand so takes its place beside George R.
Guffey's concordances to the poetry of Andrew Marvell
(1974) and ThomasTraherne(1974). According to the prefatorymaterials,Sidney Orrhelped debug both of Guffey's
concordancesas well as the Jonson concordance.The other
concordance,edited by Mario Di Cesare and Ephim Fogel,
is the latest volume in the Cornell University Press series
of computer-assistedconcordances and complements Di
Cesare's earlierConcordance to the Complete Writingsof
George Herbert (1977). The program used by Di Cesare
Mark E. Amsler, an assistant professor of English at the
Universityof Delaware, is primarily interestedin Medieval
and Renaissance studies and modernliterary theory.

